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Sustainable and Responsible Investing (SRI)
Lack of taxonomy is a challenge
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What are the most commonly used SRI strategies?
An illustration

EXCLUDE specific companies or industries 

that are considered objectionable due 

to their involvement in activities 

that are in conflict with 

investment policies, values 

or social norms. Eg

exclude tobacco, alcohol,

nuclear power and 

weapon manufacturers.

SELECT companies with desirable    

characteristics to form the investment  

universe.  Eg invest in “best-in-

class   callss class” companies with highest 

ESG ratings, which are 

expected to perform

better relative to

their peers.

ENGAGE in order to 

actively influence 

corporations to address

ESG shortcomings and to 

encourage better practices.

INCLUDE ESG metrics

in all aspects of the

investment process. 

Consider ESG impact on 

security valuation, formation

of expected returns, risk 

analysis and portfolio construction.

Negative 

Screening

Positive 

Screening

ESG 

Integration

Corporate 
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We’ll briefly address three questions:

1. What are the current SRI strategies in Reserve Management?

2. Where can central banks implement SRI strategies?

3. How to implement SRI strategies? 

Our agenda today
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A growing interest in green bonds
Insights from the official BIS survey in reserves management
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Americas; 2
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Considering investment
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Green bond investments by number of central banks

Source: The 2018 BIS Survey on Reserve Management Practices covers 125 central banks or 93% of global FX reserves.
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Reserve managers are starting to consider SRI strategies 
They are venturing beyond negative screening
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Negative screening only Negative screening plus ESG rating ESG rating (positive screening)
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Negative/positive screening approaches by 

number of central banks

Source: The 2018 BIS Survey on Reserve Management Practices covers 125 central banks or 93% of global FX reserves.
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Statement 1: Motivation
What is the main motivation for a central bank to implement a SRI strategy?

1. Compliance with generally recognised international conventions 

and national laws.

2. Improving the (long-term) risk/return profile of investments.

3. Promoting sustainable development and sustainable business 

practices.

4. Other
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We’ll briefly address three questions:

1. What are the current SRI strategies in Reserve Management?

2. Where can central banks implement SRI strategies?

3. How to implement SRI strategies? 

Our agenda today
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Where can central banks implement SRI strategies?
Flexibility varies by the pool of assets
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How do central banks compare?
Central banks’ responses are primarily based on pension and own funds 
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*Positive screening is embedded within ESG integration for central banks and international organizations’ responses 

Source: BIS Informal Survey of 26 Participants, April – May 2018
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Central Banks
International 

Organizations
Asset Managers

Green Bonds 91% 67% 0%

ESG Investment Policy 73% 33% 88%

Negative Screening 55% 33% 13%

ESG Integration* 64% 50% 75%

Corporate Engagement 36% 33% 50%

PRI Signatory 0% 33% 88%

Carbon Footprint Measurement 0% 33% 25%
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ESG is gaining momentum among global investors
Asset managers are becoming PRI signatories at a faster pace
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What should central banks avoid at this stage?
Based on the informal survey

• Both the process of becoming a PRI signatory and the required annual 

disclosures seem onerous 

• In the absence of having to promote investment products, becoming a 

PRI signatory is only optional for central banks

• Unless required by national laws avoid negative screening

• The approach shrinks the investable universe and may lead to 

underperformance

• Measuring the carbon footprint of investment portfolios is still in the 

early stages

• Without clear guidelines on disclosure, it may be premature to report
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Statement 2: SRI strategies
Which of the following SRI strategies are suitable for central banks?

1. Negative screening

2. Positive screening (best-in-class investment)

3. ESG integration

4. Corporate engagement (direct or indirect via third-parties)

5. Impact investing (possibly related to the Sustainable 

Development Goals (“SDGs”)*)

*The SDGs are the collection of global goals set by the United Nations Development Programme as  

the 2030 agenda for sustainable development.
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Statement 3: Implementation
Is a clear designation of responsibilities a key to a successful implementation?

 True

 False
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Statement 4: Disclosure
Should central banks be fully transparent about SRI strategies they follow and 

should they report on key indicators?

 True

 False
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We’ll briefly address three questions:

1. What are the current SRI strategies in Reserve Management?

2. Where can central banks implement SRI strategies?

3. How to implement SRI strategies? 

Our agenda today
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Case Study 1: Positive screening in practice
Benchmark customisation for a Corporate Bond ESG Fund

Bloomberg Barclays US 

Aggregate Corporate 

Index

Remove financial sector

Remove bonds with 

maturities above 7 years

Remove bonds with 

credit rating below 

A-

Remove 25% of 

bonds with 

lowest ESG 

ratings

Bloomberg 

Barclays MSCI 

US Corporate 

ex Financial 

0-7 Year 

Sustainable 

Index 614 securities

5,799 securities

Source: BIS, April 2017.
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Case Study 1: Positive screening in practice
Impact of ESG filter on performance
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Source: BIS, July 2017, Bloomberg Barclays indices.
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Case Study 2: Establishing an ESG Investment Policy
BIS Pension Fund

Establishing 

an ESG 

Investment 

Policy

ESG criteria 

for external 

fund 

manager 

selection

Green bonds 

as a separate 

asset class in 

the SAA
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“The BIS Pension Fund aims towards a sustainable investment approach in line 

with the United Nations supported Principles for Responsible Investments. As 

such, the Investment Objective set out [earlier] in this Policy shall be pursued 

while considering ESG factors.”
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Case Study 2: Establishing an ESG Investment Policy 
ESG criteria for external fund manager selection 

• All external asset managers are signatories of the United Nations 

supported Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), or signatories of 

an equivalent initiative, and have disclosed their ESG investment policy.

• All external asset managers are monitored through an ESG due 

diligence questionnaire.

• All active public equities external fund managers integrate ESG factors 

into their investment process.
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Case study 2: Establishing an ESG Investment Policy
Three possible approaches to integrate ESG at the SAA level

• Countries with lower ESG rankings get lower 

exposure

• lack of availability and consistency in ESG country 

ratings makes this approach impractical

Adjust country allocations 

• Using regressions to map ESG indices to standard 

market-cap indices

• Correlation between market-cap and ESG indices is 

high and alpha is not significant

Use ESG benchmarks

• Using green bonds as a distinct asset class both in 

asset return calculations and asset class 

optimization

• Green bond market is sufficiently large to allow 

consideration as a separate class in the SAA

Allow Green Bonds
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2017 in numbers

• USD 155.5 

billion total 

green bond 

issuance

• 239 different 

issuers 

• 37 countries of 

issuance on all 

six continents

Source: Climate Bond Initiative 

Case Study 3: Green bonds as a separate asset class?
Green bonds continue to grow but require additional due-diligence
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Green bond issuance between 2012 and 2017

https://www.bis.org/about/comsecr.htm?m=3|18
https://www.bis.org/about/comsecr.htm?m=3|18
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Case Study 3: Green bonds as a separate asset class?
Distribution of green bond ratings and classification

Green bond ratings Green bond classification

Source: “Green bond finance and certification”, Torsten Ehlers and Frank Packer, BIS Quarterly Review, September 2017.
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In conclusion
Towards a more responsible and inclusive world

• Based on both the official and informal BIS surveys, central banks are 

increasingly looking to implement SRI strategies. However, lack of 

taxonomy remains challenging.

• Central banks have more flexibility to integrate ESG considerations in 

portfolios with more diverse SAAs (Pension funds and Own funds) than 

reserves.

• The growth in green bond issuance presents an opportunity to consider 

green bonds as a separate asset class in the move towards SRI strategies.
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